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platform is a hybrid blockchain and smart contract platform that simplifies cryptocurrency markets
through a consensus network. The platform is beneficial in three ways. Firstly, the Loquastec

blockchain enables a decentralized solution that delivers better trust in transactions. Secondly, the
Loquastec platform has been designed for easy trading of virtual currency through Loquastec tokens
(LQTs). Lastly, the Loquastec platform is fungible and one of the most easy-to-use software platforms
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blockchain, Loquastec (LQ) platform and Loquastec Smart Contracts. The Loquastec blockchain
enables lower fees and energy consumption. It is also designed to support an increase in the total

number of transactions and transactions per second. The Loquastec LQ platform also incorporates a
token exchange which is used to operate the Loquastec platform. LQTs are digital assets that are

traded on the Lo
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